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SUMMARY
This article deals with aspects of accuracy of machine tools and quality of products. As there is a big
influence of accuracy of individual components of machine tools on quality of product, it is very
important to know all aspects and influences of technological system on final precision of product.
Several aspects of diagnostics of machine tools are described, such as aspects of reliability.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mechanical engineering industry as other sectors of economy, where the final product is a
part, tries to increase the product quality. On the one hand stand the customer's demands and
on the other hand the increasing production. Simultaneously are increasing product quality
and precision instruments. At the same time are sought reserves in all the parts of the
company, which would achieve good indicators of production. Future engineering enterprise
will not be able to ignore the newest trends, when it will want to keep pace with other
competitors on this field. While in the past, when the price was the most important point, but
usually at the expense of product quality. Nowadays we can say that the quality is what
counts and not the price. With the product quality we have combined superior service at a
possible repair, customer complaint and quality related services.
Quality is perhaps the oldest concept by evaluating the product and identifies or describes the
level of customer satisfaction with the product. Condition of a machine tool has an enormous
impact on the piece quality, on which the machining process takes place. Therefore it is
important to keep the machine tool in such conditions, when the machine tool will be able to
produce parts that meet the demanded accuracy. Very close tolerances, or very high quality
surface cause unnecessary production costs and hence high cost of the product. Positive is
high reliability and long-time usability. In contrast, products with low prices have a positive
impact on enterprise competitiveness.
In terms of achieving higher precision and performance, requirements are placed on a high
stiffness of machine units. This requires the use of quality materials and advanced processing
technologies. Economic effect in the rational use of automated systems is given primarily
through greater productivity, quality and reliability of producing parts. This can of course
ensure the company a competitive advantage.
Machines users facing the task of verifying and documenting a demonstrable precision
machinery park, minimizing costs due to poor quality production and machine downtime,
machine classification according to current standards and monitoring trends of accuracy
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development. The importance of systematic measurements is still growing, but it is not still
fully appreciated. Often arises when production fails and there are shortcomings, those
removal is usually much more expensive than perfect control.
2. LIFETIME PERIOD AND RELIABILITY OF MACHINE TOOLS
Reliability and lifetime period are critical factors in substance, which predetermines the
possibilities and the exploitation of machine tools. From a diagnostic machine tools is the
more relevant issues of lifetime period and especially remaining lifetime period. Solution
remaining lifetime period of machine parts is not easy. Actually represents a complex of
different activities, each of them is equally important. What is actually a lifetime period?
Abbreviated told that life is defined as the ability to object to fulfill required functions to
achieve the ultimate state for a system of prescribed maintenance and repairs. Reliability is a
general property of an object, such as the ability to perform the required functions while
maintaining the values set in these performance indicators and time limits, as defined by the
conditions. It is then possible to write that the reliability of output of the three mandatory
factors:
• the required functions properties,
• the period during which the functional properties of watching,
• operating conditions, it is ways and circumstances of the operation of the plant.
Reliability is understood comprehensively, thus divided into many parts. Figure 1.

Figure 1. Properties reliability components and their combinations

3. MUTUAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE QUALLITY, RELIABILITY AND
SAFETY
In terms of quality and reliability will normally meet in everyday in life. Manufacturing
highlighted in advertisements, product quality, limited reliability of products usually the
owner will realize, and when the product goes wrong. There is much debate about the quality
of services - both the private and public sectors. Concepts of quality and reliability are related,
but are not the same thing. Product of quality or services can be defined as their ability to
satisfy needs customers. However customers satisfaction with a specific product or service
depends on many factors. The standards of reliability are determined by its intended use.
Reliability is necessarily implement into future products at the early stages of design, then it is
necessary to ascertain the correctness of the proposed solution appropriate test. If the targets
cannot consistently increased reliability of individual components, overall reliability of the
devices would gradually decline. Reliability is obviously one of the most important factors
that affect safety, not only is the only one. System or device can perform the required
functions and yet may be both dangerous. Many serious accidents have not caused the
mechanical and electronic failure, or human failure, the operators, or maintenance staff
manager.
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Safety of machine structure is a prerequisite for the implementation of safe operations in the
technological processes in the system person – machine - environment. Only safe and
functional equipment, eventually full systems can ensure the quality and completeness of the
circle that resulted in a product characterized in quality that enables its marketability. Safe
machines makes the implementation of secure production process, it is create the condition
that in the system person - machine - environment meet all of its constituents, the
requirements follow of technological conditions.
4. EVALUATION OF QUALITY AND RELIABILITY MACHINE TOOL
In the market conditions where supply exceeds demand, for the user is important to know the
machine to assess the quality of the offered machines. The quality of the machine is a
summary of the properties, which determines its ability to meet pre-determined or assumed to
user needs. Anticipated user needs is determined everywhere where the manufacturer
specifically concludes a contract with specific users (not produced according to individual
orders). The manufacturer must in this event determine the needs based on market research,
analysis of expected customer requirements, their own knowledge and knowledge of the
history of its products and product development competition, using, for example for the
specification of quality characteristics. An important property is the quality of reliability.
Evaluation of quality and reliability is based on the principle comparison predetermined or
anticipated needs of the user with truly level reached properties (product codes). Summary
characteristics of the products related to reliability are shown in Fig. 2. Machine tools are to
complex systems and theoretically we are able to mathematically or experimentally verify the
reliability, or reliability or lifetime of each component. Practically, however, it is temporally
and economically unrealistic and creative team engaged in designing and developing the
machine tool must decide what parts will be verified, dimensions and materials estimated
based on good engineering practice. If we realize that for example a car has several thousand
components, situation look like very negatively at first sight and beyond the power of a
relatively small number of its creators, in practice, however, there are several factors which
enable reliability proposal of the machine tool optimized.

Figure 2. Criterion for evaluate the machine tool of quality and reliability
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5. TECHNICAL DIAGNOSTICS OF MACHINE TOOLS
The technical diagnostics has the following aspects:
• very high assurance and reliability with perspective on prolongation of maintenance
cycles and reduction of further damage,
• objective technical condition must be determined without dismounting and operation
discontinuation,
• evaluation must be done based on reliability of whole machine system.
Diagnostics from the viewpoint of machinery is known as:
• preassembly diagnostics,
• diagnostics after final assembly - during debugging and final inspection,
• operating time diagnostics - service, inspectional or monitoring.
It is possible to meet with the following types of diagnostics:
• vibrodiagnostics,
• tribodiagnostics,
• thermography,
• acoustics,
• NC and CNC machinery diagnostics.
For NC and CNC machinery diagnostics is important especially the following:
• accuracy of CNC machinery progression monitoring,
• circular interpolation according to ISO 230-4.
• geometry measurement according to ISO 230-1.
Machine tools condition monitoring is main prerequisite for maintaining production quality as
well as necessary requirement in quality control systems according to ISO 9001 standards.
Observe machinery preventive geometry according to production wasters is obsolete. Current
tendency is to foresee - predict machinery condition and ensure production quality
accordingly. Following this it is possible to ensure satisfactory production even on machinery
with worse characteristics.
6. DIAGNOSTICS OF CNC MACHINE TOOL
CNC machine tool commonly used the following method of diagnosis:
• Direct method: Use of sensory organs from the maintenance personnel to observe the fault
occurrence of various sound, light, taste and other anomalies, see CNC machine tool system
of the various modules and circuits, with or without traces of burning and injuries to quickly
narrow down the fault to a module or a printed circuit board. This is a basic and commonly
used method.
• CNC system self diagnostics: CNC system self-diagnostic function, has become an
important measure of performance indicators CNC, CNC system self-diagnostic features realtime monitoring of CNC system working state. Once the abnormal situation occurs,
immediately displayed on the CRT alarm message, or by light-emitting diode indicates the
causes of the fault block, which is CNC machine fault diagnosis and maintenance of the most
effective and direct way.
• Functional program testing method: Functional program testing method is commonly
used in the numerical control system functions and special features programmed by hand or
automatic programming method, a functional test program compiled, into the NC system, and
then let the CNC system to run the test procedures to check the tools perform these functions
the accuracy and reliability, and then identify the possible fault location and cause of the
malfunction.
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• Module exchange: The so-called module exchange is generally the cause of the failure
cases, the use of an alternate printed circuit board, templates, integrated circuit chip or
component replacement questionable part of the functional unit of the same template or
mutual exchange of metastasis observed failure to quickly determine the fault location
method.
• The principle of analysis: CNC formed according to the principle of the work of the
various components from the system theory to analyze and judge to proceed from the logic
circuit fault doubt on the analysis of levels and characteristic parameters of the logic to
determine the fault location method. This method is very demanding on the maintenance staff
must be familiar with the whole system or each component works in order to locate the fault
location.
• PLC procedural law: According to PLC alarm information, access to the PLC program,
the corresponding alarm control module program, more related to I / O device logic state,
determine the fault.
7. ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF TECHNICAL DIAGNOSTICS OF MACHINE TOOL
There are different opinions on the expected economic benefits due to technical diagnostics
which will increase the reliability of machine tools. Manufacturers of measurement devices
show various parameters percentage cost savings, which is only difficult to navigate what is
real. So what search of a economic benefits of introducing technical diagnostic methods in the
control of inspection activities, machine tools:
• reduction in maintenance costs by using internal reserves,
• reduction machine shutdown due to an effective technical knowledge state,
• the lifetime period extensions and operational capability of objectification repair
cycles,
• improvement in the care of the machine tool,
• the reduction of accident danger,
• savings in material resources planning objectification cost of replacement parts,
• reduction in investment in new equipment.
Greatest benefits may be looking for as well:
• improving the quality, speed and extension of the control examinations,
• increasing objectification and standardization of examinations in the optimal and
reproducible cycles.
• simplification of service activities in connection with diagnostic results forecast.
Individual issue to assess the economic benefits of technical diagnostics is certainly solvable
by commonly used methods, but you will certainly specificity of activity of technical
diagnostics, which is given by that way, although it is does not create new benefits in terms of
innovative use of technology, but operating at a higher applicability technique is used, leading
to some purposeful methodical way.
8. CONCLUSION
The interaction of operator and supplier of machinery lies in the fact, that the knowledgeable
to a contractor already emphasize, that supplied the machine has to be protected. New
machines now come to the customer with some minimal equipment, while a slight imbalance
is in the protection of the machine that is acceptable to a greater extent than diagnostics,
which is seen as a luxury addition.
Inspection and maintenance of machine tools in good condition is a key prerequisite for
maintaining the production quality. The current trend is determined to predict the state of the
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machine tool, and consequently to ensure the quality of production. It follows, that even on
the machine tool with worse parameters is possible to ensure satisfactory production. Planned
diagnostics can reduce production costs and keep high quality production using diagnostic
devices used to machine inspection, whose skills are mainly applied in engineering
production. In the article we focus on reliability as an essential parameter of machine tools,
where we divided it into several parts. Reliability of machine tools as one of the factors is
essential for the correct operation of a manufacturing enterprise.
The article is a partial output of the project in the framework of EU Operational Programme –
Education: “A Flexible and Attractive Study on University of Žilina for Both Employment Market
and Knowledge Society Requirements”; Code ITMS 26110230005
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